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Leaparis10 – Civilisation américaine L3 S6 PART TWO : A CONSUMER SOCIETY Chapter I : American consumers The US is the most consumer-oriented country. The capitalism model is based on consumption. Consumerism is tied to freedom, choice, economic prosperity and it is so central in the American mind that people who refuse to consume, who curb consumption patterns have been accused of being unAmerican. Example : after 9/11, President Bush made a speech in which he told Americans to go shopping, because if consumption dropped (people scared to go shopping), then terrorists would have won. The health of the American economy is measured by indicators such as spending on consumer confidence and spending indexes. Consumer spending is considered as good for the country. It represents 70% of economic activities. The US is based on consumption. I. A social model based on consumption Throughout American history, consumption at the heart. At the beginning of the 20th century, a sociologist called Thornstein Veblen wrote a very important book : The theory of the leisure class in which he examined the consumption models of Americans. His argument was that all social classes in the US wanted to reach the standard of living of the richest Americans (elite). At the time, consuming was seen as a form of social climbing. The famous expression “keeping up with the Joneses” was born = to do better than your neighbors, the whole society wants to climb up the ladder by consuming to show off their wealth to their neighbors. Material wealth became a form of status symbol. In the 1920s, prosperity was there. Between 1919 and 1929, the GNP went up by 40%. Cost of living remained stable while wages increased -> Americans had more and more purchasing power => the Roaring Twenties (intense growth and prosperity). One example = the birth’s of Ford’s Model T (best selling car) -> it cost $300 and Ford decided to pay his employees better wages ($5) so that they could afford to buy this model => Fordist production system revolutionized consumption. The number of automobiles that were sold increased from 8 million at the beginning of the decade to 23 million => birth of modern consumer society. In the 1930s, the New Deal policies of Roosevelt encouraged Americans to consume, to pull out of / to climb out of / to weather the crisis. The government also practiced this system. Public money was spent to create public works, they invested massively in infrastructures. Progressive tax policies were implemented => it stimulated production and investment -> prosperity kunked to spending. The New Deal is based on Keynesian model. In the 1940s, crisis again. 1941 : the US joined the war and Roosevelt, who was trying to convince Americans of the need of going in war, made a very famous speech, the State of Union -> he promised his fellow Americans that his policies were designed to secure what he called the 4 freedom : freedom from want, speech, worship, fear. 2 years later these 4 freedoms were illustrated by a painter, Norman Rockwell -> p 31 (table plenty of food, family about to eat a turkey..). The painting became a landmark because it illustrated the centrality of consumption as the leading engine of economic growth -> America was a land of plenty. In the 1950s, the war was behind Americans. Mass consumption took off. Factories which had been producing war-related goods started to produce consumer goods. All historians talked about the 1950s as the “age of affluence” -> optimism, affluence, prosperity marked this decade. Americans enriched themselves and consumption was being believed to be the solution for poverty and to bring a more equal society. Saving = the opposite of consumption became associated with anti-patriotic behavior. One anecdote -> Scrooge McDuck (Oncle Picsou) was created : he is a miser. Americans were urged to spend, to buy, to consume and also to pay on credit (buy now, pay later). The economy thrived, living standards improved tremendously, wages increased, household commodities also boomed together 1



Leaparis10 – Civilisation américaine L3 S6 with spending for services (travel, education, medical services, entertainment…). The 1950s saw a virtuous circle of affluence and this period marked the beginning of 3 decades called the Golden Era (= 30 Glorieuses). The government was instrumental in helping this development. In 1944, the Federal Government passed the GI Bill which helped all the former soldiers with all sorts of financial advantages. For example; it made it quite simple to buy a house (low interest rate, no down payment…). Also it allowed veterans to go to college almost for free. Also the government spent billions in infrastructure especially the interstate network which was built in a 10-year period. The 1950s also saw the birth of suburbs / suburbia -> after the war, there was a huge housing shortage and so the need for new homes was enormous. In 1940, only 44% of Americans were homeowners. 2 decades after that, 62% had become homeowners. Most of them bought a house in the suburbs. One of the architectsof this boom was William Levitt who gave birth to Levittowns (lotissement) -> p31 (identical looking houses with all the modern appliances which made Europeans so envious. Automobiles also boomed and by the end of the decade, ¾ of American households owned at least 1 car. The baby boomers generation saw an incredible prosperity. Consumption was also used as an ideological tool to prove to the rest of the world that the American capitalist model was the best and the better than the Soviet model of communism. The American way of life was publicized. One anecdote : in 1959 Nixon (Vice-President at the time) went to Russia, met the Prime Minister, Nikita Krushchev and they discussed their respective models during a national exhibit which compared the technology and household appliances of the 2 leaders -> p 31 -> it illustrates the rivalry in terms of consumption. This meeting was called the “kitchen debate”.
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B) Consumption patterns today Today, consumption patterns have changed radically, contemporary prosperity is certainly due to consumption but consumption today has gone out of control, consumer control has invaded all the aspects of life, many Americans go shopping simply for the sake of buying something new -> the US has become a nation of shopaholics = compulsive buyers -> the new disease. Today, consumption has gone out of control. There is something pathological. Many consumers buy but simpley for the sake of buying something -> shopaholic -> the market has reached a saturation point. To make people buy constantly, the strategy developed was “planned obsolescence” -> they manufacture products of a lesser quality so that it will cost more to repair (cheaper to buy a new one). Americans have developed a “throughout mentality” : it is simpler to discard a product and pay a new one -> this goes for every kind of products (computer, clothes…)=> waste increased + constant race to buy new products. The advertising industry has grown very much over the past decades. The amount of money spent on advertising is about 7 times as much as spent on aid. This consuming frenzy is made easier by several factors : Convenience ; stores are open 7/7, sometimes at night (round the clock). Huge shopping centers are easily located around the country (ex : Wal Mart) and the American have developed the principle of drive-in => it is easy to go shopping. Low cost (goods are cheap) -> Wal Mart has built its reputation on a strategy of low prices, discount, bargain prices=> this entices consumers to buy, Consumer service : it is something that Americans value -> somethingloyalty programs…[fidéliser = to retail] Easy access to credi. Credit cards are extremely developed. Today, each American has 6 or 7 credit cards.Over 6,000 companies issue credit cards today. Credit organizations send preapprouved credit cards by mail which entices Americans to buy on credit. Technology => increases Internet purchasing, e-commerce has skyrocketed and also state-of-theart technology (à la pointe du progrès) technology, which simplifies the transaction (automated cashiers…)



 Shopping experience easy, painless (you don’t have to take cash), but also dangerous.
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Leaparis10 – Civilisation américaine L3 S6 C) Protecting consumers Until the 1960s, consumers were virtually unprotected. 1962 : President Kennedy signed into law “the Consumer’s Bill of Rights” and after that, many laws and legal decisions to protect consumers against harmful foods, unsafe automobiles… Today, consumers are protected by several organizations (ex : Federal Drug Administration) and also by consumer advocacy groups who try to shield people from corporate abuse and enforce consumers rights. Ex : “public citizen” = an advocacy group founded in 1971 by Ralph Nader (a very famous consumer rights advocate). Sometimes, they are protected excessively. Since Americans love to litigate, all the leaflets / booklets are very detailed, long and try to cover every possible defect. D) Critics of mass consumption Because consumption is so widespread, many voices express concern about this frenzy and the image that American gives is a huge shopping mall which is a symbol of greed, arrogant power… This criticism against the consumer society have boomed in the recent years and they started in the late 50s. 2 of the most well-known critics are Vance Packard (The Hidden Persuader, 1957) = beginning of the attacks / and Kenneth Galbraith (The Affluent Society, 1958) -> he blames the American pursuit of private consumption at the expense of the social well-being => attack this race for consumption, saying that it didn’t bring prosperity, it simply created more inequalities -> each decade saw the rise of opponents : 50s : the Beat generation 60s/70s : the Hippies 80s : the greens (“Small is beautiful”) Arguments : 1) Psychological :overconsumption leads to frustration -> people constantly buy the latest new products on the market => the urge to splurge has become something pathological and doesn’t make people happier (pursuit of happiness = illusion), doesn’t give meaning to our lives. 2) Economic : Kenneth Galbraith was right : (over)consumption leads to an increasing gap between those who can afford to buy and the others. The model of society that was defended in the 1950s/1960s has in fact cheated many Americans. 3) Ideological : what kind of society do we want ? The American society has become a huge shopping mall, commercial culture is everywhere, branding has invaded all aspects of everyday life -> everything is judged from a commercial perspective. Ex : in Oakland (California) the stadium is called McAfee stadium. In Texas : Minute Maid stadium. In 2008 in Ohio, the emergency department for children was named Abercrombie and Fitch in exchange of a 10 million dollars donation => this questions the marketable nation of the US. Development of a consumer mentality, invasion of a commercial culture in every aspects of our lives (“commodification”). 4) Ecological : used to be dismissed as folkloric in the past. Today it has moved center stage, activists are taken seriously. Al Gore made a documentary on the waste generated by Americans (An Inconvenient Truth). It was very instrumental in waking up the conscience. Overconsumption is considered as a hazard for the environment and a strain on natural resources. Americans are 5% of the world population and they consume 40% of the world’s energy reserves. They use twice as much energy as in Europe and they generate 30% of the world’s waste, which includes increasingly e-waste (all the electronics products : computers, cell phones, iPods…). Computers for example are obsolete after 18 months => the American society has become a society of disposable goods. Even though awareness is increasing, marketers and brands keep trying to find new markets to sell their products.
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Leaparis10 – Civilisation américaine L3 S6 II. New markets :kids and tweens Over the past 10 years, marketing has developed to include new segments, new niches, which now include young children and tweens (8-12 years old). “Tween” is coined from “between” and “teen” -> marketers have realized that tweens were a very interesting consumer group because they are vulnerable, start to develop their identity, want to be seen as cool, are anxious to cultivate their image of sophistication, want to be considered and treated like teens. To attract these new customers, marketers have developed many strategies starting at school -> advertising on Channel… Brands have invaded school, they provide children with books, computers, sport equipment… They have entered the classroom. Vending machines are everywhere (= ubiquitous) in schools. Brands also rely on trendsetters : they identify the cool kid in the group, give him the latest cellphone / video game…so that the child will advertise for them = buzz marketing. Brands rely on peer pressure => young children will pester their parents to buy all these products. The tween market has increased tremendously, mostly because tweens have credit, like their siblings. In 2004, a credit card called “Hello Kitty” was launched. Most children are now into debt. In 2006, ¼ of Americans aged 16 to 18 was 1,000$ in debt. More generally speaking today, nearly 1/3 of teenagers owe money. The situation has become critical, especially for college students : college costs have increased (tuition fees) dramatically, students indebt themselves an owe money increasingly when they leave school -> debt problem. Not only young people owe money but they have also no idea how to balance budget. Most people believe that a good credit is a credit with a small monthly installment (montant mensuel, traite). They don’t realize that a good credit is a credit with a small interest rate. Recently, in several schools, finance classes have been set up (money management classes) in high school, to teach young people the basics => they owe money and they don’t have financial education. The gap between the complexity of creit offers and the ignorance of most people is increasing. III. Increase debt level and the subprimes In the 1990s, Americans increased their borrowing each year 6 or 7%. In 2000, it increased 10% -> the debt level steadily went up. Today, the personal savings rate is negative. Americans spend more than they earn and they have no savings in the bank = big problem. The average family today has around 10,000$ in credit card debt. The number of Americans who have become insolvent has increased. More than one American households must file for bankruptcy each year. In 2005, the government of Bush become fed up with all these irresponsible people and it voted a law to prevent irresponsible bankruptcies -> more strict for people to declare themselves bankrupt = the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act. It made it more difficult to file for bankruptcy, raised filing fees, made credit counseling mandatory and above a certain income level, people were forced to enter a debt repayment plan -> more difficult, more costly. As a result, less Americans filed for bankruptcy but the law is very unfair because it also penalized many Americans who were in trouble, not because of their responsibility, but because of illness, because they lost their job, because of a divorce…Figures have shown that 1/5 of those who filed for bankruptcy do so because of a medical problem. The Bankruptcy Law was definitely harmful for the most vulnerable Americans. It slowed down the number of bankruptcies in the US. When you file for bankruptcy = creditor cannot require to be paid = mixed assessment. What happened to cause the subprime crisis ? It happened because the housing market / real estate boomed during the early 2000. After the Stock Market crash of 2000, the Federal Reserve decreased interest rate (= origin) to prevent a recession. Result = borrowing money became cheaper. It became more affordable to buy a house. Then they mortgage their home to pay for other expenses : their children’s education, for healthcare, or simply to pay for new consumer’s goods. Most Americans in trouble use their house in sort of an ATM. This system worked very well while housing prices kept going up. But recently, housing prices slowed down then started decreasing and the crisis took place. Over the past few years, the number of credit institutions has increased very quickly to take advantage of the borrowing housing market. This increased competition to find new customers. These credit companies, to find new customers, developed aggressive methods to make 4



Leaparis10 – Civilisation américaine L3 S6 their products more convincing. In particular, they started to lend money to people who were not very rich, who had been in trouble with credit, whose credit history was shaky and cho ha not enough money to buy their homes. These new customers were attracted by credit companies, who granted them loans with adjustable interest rate (= taux variable) = noeud du problem = a very low rate to begin with but adjustable and the future owners only had a small downpayment to make, sometimes even no downpayment was required. The new market which emerged became known as the subprime market -> a sort of niche which concerns very particular consumers. Advantage of this system : make credit available for low-income families. 70% of Americans today are homeowners. Problem : this system is very risky, it’s like a form of gambling, speculation : they hope that housing prices will keep going up and interest rates will stay low. Recently the system crashed because house prices slowed down and interest rates started to increase. The adjustable interest rate also went up and this was dramatic for many people who had been reckless (imprudents) and who have not sufficiently understood the fine print (les subtilités) of the system. Today, as a result of this recklessness, many American families are in trouble, have been evicted from their homes. The house is then foreclosed (saisie) by the bank / credit company which tries to sell it back. About 1/3 of families who contracted a subprime loan will lose their home (estimation). Ethnic minorities in particular tend to be the most vulnerable. In many states, the situation is worse than elsewhere (California, Florida, Sunbelt’s states…). The housing crisis then extended to the rest of the economy. In 2008, the Federal Government had to intervene to bail out / rescue investment banks (Bear Stearn, and also 2 credit institutions : Freddie Mac / Fanny Mae, which are institutions recognized by the government, serious companies). In September 2008, the big panic destroyed banks Lehman Bros and led to the current crisis. The 2 responses of the government have been : 1) To come up with a huge financial program to buy back assets from financial institutions to save the financial sector = the TARP (= financial bailout program) = Troubled Asset Relief Program. 2) Early in 2009, President Obama took a measure to help homeowners in trouble by making it easier for them to either re-finance their mortgage or renegotiate payment. Conclusion : what has this crisis revealed ? 1) The recklessness of all the players in the game : banks are responsible, as well as the credit institutions with their aggressive method, individuals because they neglected the risk and they were insufficiently informed 2) We are witnessing a return : the State is necessarily considered to bail out the system. This is very new.
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